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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 1938

EDITORIALS
RolUns Excels

(Complete Campus Coverage)

MAKEMSON IS NEW COUNCIL CHAIRMAN
ROLLINS TO
ROWRUIGEIIS
IN REGATTA
Boston U. and Manhattan Are
Other Contestants In
Nort-South Regatta
J.V. TO RACE MANHATTAN
George Clarke Moved to
Varsity Shell
Dr. U. T. Bradley, faculty crew
coach at Rollins College, has heen
notified by the authorities of Manhattan University that Rutgers
University, one of the ibig-ltime
crews, has been added to the list of
contestants in the North-South
Rowing Regatta in which Rollins
will compete on the Haaiem River
in New York City on Saturday,
June 4.
The lists of shells now entered
is composed of Rutgers, Boston
University, Rollins, and Manhattan, the latter a traditional crew
rival of Rollins.
In addition to the four-shell race
in which Rollins will enter its varsity crew, a junior varsity contest
has been booked between Manhattan and Rollins as a preliminary
race in connection with the regatta. This will mark the first time
that Rollins has taken two crews
away for intercollegiate competition.
In preparation for the races on
June 4, the Tar oarsmen have been
holding workouts daily ever since
the regatta here on April 2 when
Rollins crews scored a grand slam
by defeating both Washington and
Lee, and Marietta College. The
daily schedule of practice sessions
was interrupted for a few days
last month when one of the shells
had to undergo repairs after sinking to the bottom of Lake Maitland.
The Tar oarsmen may engage in
one or two races on the way north.
Negotiations are underway to book
competition en route at Richmond
University in Richmond, Va., and
Washington and Lee in Lexington, Va.
George H. Clarke, of Buffalo,
N. Y., has been moved up to the
varsity from the junior shell to
replace Robert Belden of Winter
Park, the bow, who will be unable
to make the trip north. In the
junior boat, the newcomers include
Melvin Clanton, of Lakeland, Fla.,
Raymond T. Hickok of Rochester,
N. Y., and John L. Harris of New
York City.
Coach Bradley is still experimenting with the boatings of both
his varsity and junior varsity
crews and several shifts will be
made probably before the oarsmen take off for their races in the
North.
Rollins is undefeated in ci'eiw
this year with victories recorded
over Asheville School, in addition
to Marietta and Washington and
Lee.
The boatings working under
Coach Bradley at present are as
follows:
Varsity: stxxike, Ralph A. Little,
Asheville, N. C ; No. 7, Theodore
W. Reed, Jr., Lowell, Mass.; No. 6,
C. Joseph Knowles, Leesburg, Fla.;
No. 5, Jack M. Hoy, Lakeland,
Fla.; No. 4, Warren C. Hume, Chicago, 111.; No. 3, Donald A. Matthews, Lakeland, Fla.; No. 2, J.
Wesley Dennis, Asheville, N. C ;
bow, George H. Clarke, Buffalo,
N. Y.; cox, Robert L. Hill, Orange,
N. J.
Junior Varsity: stroke, Theodore
B. Pitman, Brookline, Mass.; No.
7, Carl E. Thompson, Miami, Fla.;
No, 6, Donald P. Ogilvie, Chicago,
111.; No. 5, Melvin Clanton, Lakeanld, Fla.; No. 4, Raymond T.
Hickok, Rochester, N. Y.; No. 3,
Colin McA. Cunningham, Brookline, Mass,; No. 2, Nathan Bedell,
Jacksonville, Fla.; bow, John L.
Harris, New York, N. Y.; cox,
Wendell A. Davis, Wollaston,

Two From Miami U.
Visit Rollins Campus
Gardner Mulloy and Madeleine
Cheney, two of U. of Miami students visited the Rollins campus
last week end. Mr. Mulloy is a
ranking tennis star and has been
captain of the tennis team at
Miami.
The couple won a popularity
contest in conjunction with the
building of Miami's new stadium
and were awarded a trip to all
Florida colleges by National Airlines of Florida.
The two students are Seniors
and plan to be married at Miss
Cheney's home in Connecticut this
fall. Dudley Darling, Jack Buckwaiter and Opal Peters entertained
the couple on Sunday.

STATE CiVENllON
Student
Government
and
Press Associations Meet
PUBLICATIONS FAIL
At a joint meeting of the Florida Intercollegiate Press Association and the Florida Student Government Association held at the
Florida State College for Women
in Tallahassee last Friday and Saturday Miss Betty Goff of the University of Miami was elected president of the government group and
Carl Opp, University of Florida,
was chosen to head the press organization.
Other officers of the pres association are R. B. Huffman,
St.
Petersburg Junior College, vicepresident; Miss Virginia Witters,
U. of Miami, recording secretary;
Joe D. Hanna, Jr., Rollins, treasurer; Miss Ruth Atkinson, F. S. C.
W., publicity manager; and Helen
Wyndham, U. of Tampa, corresponding secretary.
Student Government leaders are
Chester Holloway, U. of Florida,
vice-president; Dick Powell, U. of
Tampa, secretary; and Miss Mary
Emily Parker, F. S. C. W., treasJoe Scales, of the University of
Florida will be chaiman for next
year's convention which will be held
in Gainesville.
Saturday night a formal banquet
was held honoring Senator Claude
Pepper who was recently nominated to the United States Senate.
Senator Pepper, in a stirring
speech, told the delegates to the
convention, "It's a great world and
since you are younger than I am,
you all know more about it than
I do." During the banquet awards
were made to the various college
publications. The awards were as
follows: Newspapers: The Florida
Flambeau, F. S. C. W., first; The
Alligator, U. of Florida, second;
and The Miami Hurricane, U. of
Miamii third. Magazines: TJie
Distaff, F. S. C. W., first; The
Record, U. of Florida, second; and
last of the three entered. The
Flamingo, Rollins.
Year-books:
The Ibis, U. of Miami, first; Flastacowo, F. S. C. W., second; The
Tomokan, Rollins, third. All these
publications were entered by now
retired editors.
Strangely enough, the Tomokan,
rated third nationally, received only
third place in the small field of
Florida college year-books.
An interesting result of the Student Government convention was
the decision of the Association regarding campus politics. T h e
group was unanimous in declaring
that all student elections should be
open. It further stated that college politics were impossible to
eliminate and that an effort should
be made to give the students practical training by holding open campaigns and by requiring each candidate to declare his platform.
The Press Association started on
an active drive to improve all the
member publications by mutual exchange between the various editors
of ideas and suggestions. There
also will be an attempt to bring
the various Florida colleges into
closer relation with one another by
including in each member publication a column of events taking
place on the other campuses.

PIERCE, DIRECTOR
OFSlOOENTPLAy
"Third Floor Back" Promises
Good Character Study
CALL STARS
"The Passing of the Third Floor
^yck", famous character play bj
Jerome K. Jerome, will mark the
end of the 1937-38 dramatic season at Rollins when it is presented
in the Annie Russell Theater at
8:15 May 13-14 by the Student
Players under the direction of
Prof. Harry Raymond Pierce.
In this production George Call
will make his only appearance of
the year on the Annie Russell
stage in the role of "the Passerby", made famous by the English
actor,
Forbes - Robertson.
Bill
Schultz, of "Broken Dishes" fame
will again play the romantic interest in the role of Christopher
Penny. Margery Chindahl and
Carolyne Sandlin, comparatively
new-comers to the local theater
stage will play the roles of the
"housekeeper" and "hired girl" respectively. George Krouse and
Vicky Morgan will be outstanding
in their parts of Mr. Wright and
MJi'S. DeHooley, while Bill Twitchell,
Joe Hanna, Marguerite Beyer,
Marky Smith, June Mutispaugh,
and Emanuel Ehrlich will be unforgetable for the characters they
create in their respective parts of
the play.
The character changes and portrayal offered by these players
is so good it is almost unbelievable. Each in his or her part will
become a separate and distinct personality in the theme of the play
and the real identity yof the students accent be seen. The stage
setting and lighting is in the capable hands of the regular stage
crew and will add greatly to the
dramatic effect of this play.

BILL VOSBORGH
GIVES RECITAL
Plays Four Groups For Violin
In Theatre
GIESSEN ACCOMPANIST
On Sunday afternoon, May 8,
in the Annie Russell Theatre, the
Rollins College Conservatory of
Music presented William Vosburgh
in his Senior recital before a select
and enthusiastic audience.
Mr. Vosburgh opened his program
with the rather difficult "Sonata
in D. minor", by Eracini. In this
work the performer showed excellent technique and clarity of tone
in the allegro passages but in the
slow movements his intonation was
not up to par.
The second section of the program consisted of the Bruch "Concerto", which is a very difficult
composition to perform. It was
creditably played, but the writer
felt that there was a lack of confidence in the performance. Nevertheless, the artist showed an
amazing virtuosity in the most
technically difficult places, in spite
of the warmth of the afternoon.
After the intermision, Mr. Vosburgh returned to the stage with
renewed confidence and entered
into the last half of the program
with the true spirit of the artist.
The "Air de Lensky", by Tschaikowsky, was handled in musicianly
style and with great feeling, as
was the "Nocturne in E flat", by
Chopin.
The fourth and last group,
which consisted of "La Gitana",
by Kreisler, "Danse Tzigane", by
Nachez, and "Playera" and "Zapateado", by Sarasate, showed the
performer's true medium, to the
greatest advantage. Especially in
"Danse Tzigane", the pianissimo
passages were exceptionally thrilling. After his sympathetic performance of these selections, theau(Continued on page 4)

STUDENTS!
Sav. Next Tuesday Night!
On next Tuesday night, May
17, will be held at Recreation
Hall the greatest evening of entertainment ever presentd at
Rollins. The occasion is the Student Union Building Jamboree,
with all the outstanding stars
of the campus. Faculty wits
will present their share of the
program. By popular request
the MacGillicuty Brothers will
be back to again amaze you.
The Warbling Waiters will
croon new arrangements. New
surprise talent will perform. No
one can afford to miss it. During the evening the total results
of the campus drive for Student
Union Building funds will be
announced.
SAVE
NEXT
TUESDAY NIGHT!

PLANS FOB ESSAYS
Rollins Professor of History
Js Judge
CATHOLICS COMPETE
Over one hundred essays representing thirteen of the Catholic
academies in Florida have been
submitted in the Tenth Annual Essay Contest conducted by the
Knights of Columbus, according to
an announcement made here by
Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins
College, official judge of the manuscripts.

ROLLINS GRADS
Students Represent Twenty
States
LARGEST SENIOR CLASS
Rollins College diplomas will
adorn the walls of 88 more homes
in twenty states, the District of
Columbia, and four foreign countries after June 2 ,the day when
the college graduates the largest
class in its history.
According to statistics showing
the geographical distribution of
the names this year's list of 88 tentative candidates for degrees, 72
percent of the seniors come from
homes outside of Florida. Twenty-five members of the class are
listed as Floridians, eleven come
from New York, seven each from
Connecticut and Illinois, five from
New Jersey, three each from Missouri, North Carolina, and Massachusetts, two each from the District of Columbia, Ohio, West Virginia, Minnesota, Kentucky, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania, and
one each from Nebraska, Maine,
Vermont, Michigan, Rhode Island,
and Georgia.
The foreign countries represented are Spain, Persia, Austria, and
British West Indies, by one each.
Dr. Glenn Frank, former president of the University of Wisconsin,
will deliver the Commencement
Address on June 2. Rev. Kenneth
C. MacArthur, minister of the
Federated Church in Sterling,
Mass., and the father of Robert S.
MacArthur, a member of the graduating class, will be the Baccalaureate speaker on Sunday, May
29.

A silver cup will be presented
to the student whose essay possesses the highest merit. This
year's subject is "The Life and
Times of Bishop Augustine Verot,
Vicar Apostolic of Florida and First
Bishop of the Diocese of St. Augustine, Florida (1858-1876)". According to an announcement issued by the Florida State Council of the Knights of Columbus last Broadus Erie and Fred BlachJanuary, the purpose of the conly Accompany
test is to stimulate interest in
Catholic history among the stu- MRS. DAUGHERTY PLAYS
dents in Florida schools and to instill in them a greater appreciation
The Rollins Conservatory preof the Church's part in the developsented Miss Edelweiss Hefty in her
ment of the United States.
Senior Recital to a large and apHanna reports that preciative audience at the Annie
this jyear's essays "constitute a Russell heater Friday evening,
splendid advancement in the de- May 6th. Miss Hefty was accomvelopment of this state-wide his- panied by Mrs. Emilie Dougherty.
The charming manner in which
torioal contest." He expressed
gratification over the fact that this Miss Hefty presented her numbers
pioneer church leader in Florida marked another advancing step towho was a native of France, has ward her musical career.
received such excellent historical
An outstanding characteristic of
treatment by Florida students. He the recital was that in each group,
restored the Cathedral and the one song seemed to stand out
Chapel of Muestra Senora de la above the rest. Perhaps the reaLeche at St. Augustine and estab- son for that was that Miss Hefty
lished churches, convents and mis- could play up her personality to
sions throughout Florida.
the songs with which she felt more
familiar.
Schools for which were entered
Although her voice faltered on
one or more essays in the contest one or two extremely high sustainare:
St. Theresa's Parochial ed notes, she always managed to
School, Coral Gables, 3; St. Anas- regain control immediately. Some
tasia High School, Ft. Pierce, 13; of the heavier songs were not esGesu High School, Miami, 16; St. pecially suited to Miss Hefty's
James School, Orlando, 7; St. voice, but all traces of doubt were
Joseph's Academy, St. Augustine, dispelled when she sang the whim15; Our Lady of Perpetual Help, sical "Love Has Eyes", and the
Tampa, 3; Convent of Mary Imma- witty dialogue of "Vergebliches
culate, Key West, 1; St. Joseph's Standchen". Such light, airy and
Academy, Jacksonville, 2; St. decidedly expressive numbers drew
Joseph's School, Hastings, 2; St. many a pleasant murmur of satisMichael's High School, Pensacola, faction and encouragement from
1; St. Ann-on-the-Lake Academy,
members in the audiWest Palm Beach, 2; St. Paul's
High School, Jacksonville, 9; ImMrs. Dougherty should
maculate Conception School, Jackmuch credit for the splendid mansonville, 32.
ner in which she performed the difficult and exacting accompaniment
of the recital. In her usual manner, she was in complete harmony
and understanding of the moods of
both the pieces and Miss Hefty.
Also, I must add special bouThe annual meeting of all senior quets to Broadus Erie and Fredgirls at the home of Dr. Holt will erick Blachly who most efficiently
take place Sunday evening. May accompanied Miss Hefty on the
difficult Aria: "Aer Tranquillo"
1, at 7 o'clock.
This get-together is held for the from "II re pastore". The exact
purpose of becoming better ac- precision with which the violin and
quainted and it gives a chance 'cello were made to blend with Miss
for girls to offer advice and give Hefty's voice so harmoniously
(Continued on page 3)
suggestions to Dr. Holt.

EDLEWEISSHEFTy
IN SENIOB BEGITAL

Senior Girls Meet
At Dr. Holt's Home

Robert Lado Gives
Oration To Chamber
Robert Lado, winner of the third
place in national competition at
Topeka, Kansas, gave his oration,
"The Tragedy of Spain" at the
meeting of the Winter Park Chamber of Commerce Wednesday. Lado
is very convincing in his delivery
of this subject, having lived in
Spain during the civil war and
knowing the conditions.
The
oration was well received and a
fine speaking career is predicted
for this young speaker. His mastery of English, after speaking only
Spanish for so many years is excellent.

HEllO ELECTED
IN CLOSE VOTE
Anne Whyte Is Vice-Chairman
of Rollins Student Body
For Next Year
FELDER SWINGS VOTE
Makemson Is First Independent To Hold Office

John H, Makemson, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla,, has been elected
chairman of the Student Council
at Rollins College for next year,
according to an announcement by
the retiring Council. Makemson is
the first representative fom the Independent or non-fraternity group,
Dr. Hutchings To Keep Tele- to hold this office which carries
with it the presidency of the Stuscope open To Public
dent Association and is the most
important student office on the
campus.
ALL ARE INVITED
Makemson is a member of Pi
Gamma
Mu, honorary
social
Late Friday night. May 13th, or science organization, and a letterrather early Saturday morning, at man On the varsity swimming
12:44 A. M. exactly, the moon
will pass into the outer faint
As vice-chaiiTnan of the Counshadow cast into space by the cil, Miss Anne J, Whyte of Kenoearth. At 1:57 A. M. the moon sha, Wis,, was the choice, and as
will start into the Earth's denser secretary, the Council elected Miss
inner shadow; and from 3:18 to G, Margaret Cass of Haines City,
4:09 A. M. it will be totally eclip- Fla.
sed. To the casual eyewitness
As delegates to serve with these
the total eclipse will be the most three officers on the Inner Council
interesting phase of the event, but of the Student Council, the memto some astronomers the earlier bers elected Marolyn Mackemer of
penumbral eclipse will prove more Peoria, 111., and William E. Scheu,
valuable. In fact Mr. Alexander of Buffalo, N. Y.
Pogo, astronomical editor of Isis Makemson's election was more or
is again investigating how faint less of a surprise to the campus
a penumbral eclipse can be ob- politicians who declared before the
served. He is calibrating past re- voting that Hayes, fraternity cancords of eclipses which probably didate, would fill the the position.
recorded some of this kind.
Dr. However, some very
efficient
Pogo had the collaboration of Di-. promising by the independent poliPhyllis Hutchings of the Astromo- tical leader, Davitt Felder, garnmy Department on two previous ered eough fraternity votes to
occasions. Dr. Hutchings quotes throw the election their way.
from a letter just received from
The voting by the various orhim.
ganizations was as follows: for
"I am sending out letters ask- Hayes: Kappa Alpha, Sigma Nu,
ing for the obsei-vation of the pe- Theta Kappa Nu, Pi Beta Phi,
numbral phase of the total luvar Gamma Phi Beta, Phi Mu, and Aleclipse of May 14. I hope that the pha Phi; for Makemson; Phi Delta
sky will be clear in Florida and Theta, X Club, Kappa Alpha Thethat you will be willing and able ta, Chi Omega, Kappa Kappa
to roundup a few untrained obser- Gamma and the four independent
vers, in addition to a few astrono- votes. Apparently the only ormers of the amateur variety. I ganization which got a raw deal
need as many naked-eye observa- for their vote was Phi Delta Thetions as possible;" the important ta; they didn't even get a man on
thing is, again, the determination the inner council.
of the moment when the penumbral
Many, supposedly in the know,
darkening becomes obvious to the expected Bill Scheu to v\m for the
average person."
chairmanship, in which case Hayes
Dr. Hutchings and some of her would probably have been elected
students will be at the telescope . , . Scheu and Makemson splitting
to observe the eclipse. All inter- the vote. However, Scheu was
ested persons are cordially invit- evidently too busy with the student
ed and urged to come and aid the union drive to take on another poobservations of the penumbral sition; the result being that Makeclipse or just to come and have emson received all the votes that
a look at the total eclipse through ordinarily would have gone to
Scheu.
the telescope.
As yet the newly elected president of the Rollins Student Association has failed to announce his
policy for the next school year;
however, since there are no open
politics at Rollins he is not required to do this.
The Choir's annual banquet was
held Thursday evening, May 5, at
7 p. m. in the Orange Court Hotel.
The committee in charge of the
banquet consisted of Helen Brown,
Lyman Greaces, and Matt Ely.
The assembly program on WedLyman Greaves, president, serv- nesday afternoon, May 4th, had a
ed as master of ceremonies. twofold purpose. One was to vote
Speeches were given by Christo- on the new constitution, which is a
pher 0. Honaas, choir director, slight revision of the old one. The
and Dean Campbell, dean of the student body voted by ballot for
chapel. Elections for the officers the new constitution.
of the choir were announced. They
Dr. Clark introduced the second
are: president, Matt Ely; secretary, part of the program with a short
Wallace MacBriar; assistant secre- talk. He explained that the purtary, Donald Cram; social secre- pose of the movie to be shown was
tary, Eleanor Gwinn, During the to illustrate how men in high poevening all took part in singing sitions as well as low ones resorted
of familiar songs.
to bad politics and graft to gain
The banquet was attended by all their ends, regardless of the effect
choir members, Mr, Honaas, Dean on society.
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Dougherty,
The movie which followed was
Miss Clara Adolfs, Mr. Herman Warner Bros., "Bullets or Ballots,"
Siewart, Mr. Denney, Mrs. Ford starring Edward G. Robinson, Joan
and Mrs. Wilcox.
Blondell and Humphrey Bogart.

ECLIPSE OF MOON
TO BE OBSEBVEO

Choir Holds Annual
Banquet At Orange
Court on Thursday

Student Body Votes
On New Constitution
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It seems to be collegiate to criticize. If
this is true, then we are going to cast off
any "Joe College" traits we may possess and
give a compliment to a deserving man and
his organization.

"Hold.it", he said as I stood in
the doorway.
"Don't you ever get tired of taking pictures," I asked Jack Makemson. "I'm afraid you'll have to
choose between photography and
the Student Council now that
you're president."
"My camera will always be first
ith me," he replied pointing it at

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, weUtfltnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
BS gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to bi among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

1937

Member

1938

Plssocided GDlle6iate Press
Distributor of

In various and fairly numerous trips to
other college campuses we have yet to find
a spot where the food and the service excels that of the Rollins College "Beanery".
Of course we have heard many people loudly
lament the fact that the food was no good
and the service worse, but it is our belief
that these people would loudly lament most
anything. We will admit that the waiters
are inclined to rush the meal; however, we
find that these people are the busiest on the
campus and are forced by the lack of time
available to hurry the other students. Furthermore they have less time in which to
eat than the m^ijority.

GDtleeiote Digest
Member: Winter Pari' Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiata Press Association.

Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
T E L E P H O N E 187

National Adevrtislnff Representative;
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
Madison Avenue, New York City
400 North Michlgran
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term <12 weeks), $2.50 for
;-wo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.

let o£ March 3. 1879.
JOE D. HANNA, JR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

We find too that the "Beanery" is always
willing to extend to the students extra courtesies that they are not required to do. They
pack fine lunches for parties making trips
and are rea! artists when it comes to making cakes for parties and other celebrations
One thing we do regret, and it is probably
not the fault of the commons officials, that
visiting athletic and debating teams and stu
dent conference delegates are not invited to
eat their meals at the college at Rollins' expense. We feel that is a necessary function
of the commons.
As far as our hyper-critical friends go,
who constantly find fault with the "Beanery"
food and prefer to spend their parents' money
for food of questionable superiority at some
of the down town restaurants, we say . . .
fortunately the spirit of Rollins is not built
of your kind. We will excel in spite of
your fault-finding.
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fiditbpals
Hospitality
Having just returned from the Florida
State College for Women there is something
fresh in our minds that we feel would be
appropriate to mention to Rollins students.
That is the subject of hospitality extended
to our visitors.
In our visit to the girls' campus we were
very much impressed by the cordial reception
we received. Noticeable was the fact that
the greeting extended beyond the members
of the various committees connected with the
press and student government convention.
Many entertainments were planned for our
benefit and there was not a dull moment.
This is not an attempt to publicize the fact
that we had a good time and wish to thank
our hosts, but it is to make Rollins aware
of the fact that they lack the common courtesies that are extended all visitors on other
college campuses. There seems to be a feeling here that you don't have time to look out
for the other fellow when you busy guarding the interests of No. 1. Sorry to say, at
Rollins we are too busy with our own interests. We apparently take it for granted that
someone, (poor sucker), will take care of the
visitors. It would be too much trouble to
show them a good time . . . besides it would
probably spoil our fun.
Selfishness is a bad trait to possess. Some
of us have enough to make the whole campus
swim in it.
It is obviously true that Rollins is judged
not by the beautiful phrases spread by the
publicity department, but by the words of
our visitors. If we are unhospitable to newcomers on the campus, it is evident that we
have lost at least one and probably many
more potential friends. A growing college
cannot afford any ill will.
It seems to us that it should be a concern
of the administration and the student body
to see that there is no possibility of disappointment in Rollins. We have a reputation
for having a beautiful campus; it is our opinion that a name for exceeding hospitality is
more to be desired. At Rollins, however, we
can have both. Let's see what can be done
about it.

Realist

On The Horseshoe

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

"Don't shoot," I shouted. "Everytime I see a picture of myself I
feel like going into hiding."
I heard the shutter click.
"Excuse me," he said smiling.
"I assure you it was an accident."
"Wait until you see the picture.
That will be all the assurance
you'll need."
"Let's get on with the interview," Jack said.
"How did you know I wanted to
intei-view you," I asked in a surprised tone of voice.
"First, you looked very serious
and efficient when you came insecond, you're carrying a pencil
and paper."
"Well, I could claim foul play
id interview someone else, but it's
getting late and this is already
•due. Can't you tell me some
it that was filled with .suspense or fear."
Do you think it's a good idea
a student council president to
admit f e a r ? "
"Of course, there'd have to be a
oral telling how you met fear and
conquered it. Naturally that is
e, isn't i t ? "
Naturally." He began, "It was
•ing the summer of '36 when
vas doing high diving with
Xjynch's Shows. Twice a day I
would dive 110 feet into a tank.
At night there was the added haz
ard of diving into fire.
"It may sound strange, but the
only exciting experience I had in
the four summers I was with the
carnival came because I didn't dive.
"We were in Nova Scotia in a
rough mining town. We had pitched the tents and were waiting for
the crowds to start coming. We
didn't have long to wait. Soon
these hard looking miners gathered
around the entrance and said they
weren't going to pay to come in.
We didn't know what to do. The
manager saw that it would be the
wisest plan to let them come in
for they were beginning to mutter among themselves.

If, in the next few days, you see being entertained by a group of
No longer is it a rumor; Rollins is to have
Happy Senior Recital, folks—a
small group of sad looking grammar schools kids who were
a new publication. Immediately after the •retches walking the horseshoe whooping it up in the little Honk- so happy May Day and Weddin
last Publications election stories began to with pennants up before them, ytonk room. Such dancing we have Day and Happy stuff and thingi
float that there was to be a new type of eading from left to right: never seen. One little gal prac- Is everybody happy? No! Why
PEACE, PEACE, GIVE US tically threw herself off the floor not? This Senior recital bus
journal make an appearance at Rollins.
PEACE", you will know you are in her enthusiasm, and thei^e were is a mess—a regular epidemi
witnessing the parade of Lucy several little boys who were regu- recitals has broken out. Lucy LitSome of the ablest "journalists" of the
the house of many noises, lar snakes at the art. They had a tle cleaning out the conservatory
college are on the staff of the new magazine
rd "quiet" is absolutely ex- big apple very different from any But wait—have you heard about
and by this token the publication should be tinct in that bit of stucco. Every we had had the pleasure of view- Lakemont Nurseries where fo:
at least a moderate success. The form is to night brings a new source of dis- ing before, but as the energetic but that would be telling, so ask
be that of a magazine and will have 62 pages turbance, so that if we live through gal was in on it, the others soon Degarde or Derick.
it all, we can always say there wearied of being cast in the shad"Happy Days are here again".
of news and other matter.
was never a dull moment or a re- ows and dropped out one by one. Carter was back in our midst for a
"They came in and immediately
To these newcomers in the actual field of peated event—(with apologies to In a corner of the room during the week which he spent in dashing off
took possession of all concessions
publication the Sandspur wishes success but Polly Atwood, w-ho can be found period of antics sat what seem- the accompaniments to the Brahms,
almost any night whooting undi ed to be somebody's ma, and she MacDowell and the Bruch — at without paying a cent. Soon the
we stand with our tongues in our cheeks with
one of the windows, but we have bounced a rather blase baby on
1 sight! Also we have heard rumors crowd drifted over to the tank
many years of publication strife behind us. come to take that as more o
knees to the time of "The Dipsy 'to the effect that Clawson has been and began to call for the divers.
As nothing happened they began
accepted night noise—like the gen- Doodle" and such. Altoghether the on campus.
tle fall of new snow?).
scene was unique and interesting.
Giessen and Fred report getting throwing rocks into the tank.
But the peak of the evening came paid to practice for the 'cello re"I was in my dressing room
We'll skip over the firecrackers. when "Little Joe", the Phi Delt's cital on May 18. It seems that af- awaiting word from the manager
They've made enough noise al- ray of sunshine and joy, and also ter an hour of frantic searching
to what I was to do. He came
ready. We'll ignore the weird their trucking fool, decided it was for the two people involved who,
and told the men that regardless
. the night which cause high time the youngsters be shown shocking to say, couldn't be found of what the mob did I was not to
to sit bolt upright and make a thing or two. The exhibition he in the places designated on their
He told me to go up on the
eyebrows stand on end. We'll gave caused a minor catastrophe. schedule (like being in a down- first diving platform and make the
If any college were to abolish extra-curriI forget about the tramp and Mouths hung unbuttoned — eyes stairs practice room instead of an
uncement. I thought at the
cular activities from its program, it would tear of busy feet above us. Vicky's convexed—and there was a general
upper) these two people were in- time that this was a splendid exsoon go broke. Such is the importance of dramatic scenes, Russell's ram- air of woe while "Hose" dipped, vited to play at a wedding recepple of passing the buck.
these activities to the average undergradu- pages, Ar's larfter, somebody see- walked his partner, and swung her tion in Cocoa. First they should
'I went out and climbed up to
ate than any effort to abolish them on a colhow many doors they can around and had her doing the back- furnish their own transportation,
ladder. I'll have to admit that my
and the loud baths of Heath ward-forward. He will probably or take a bus. Or the gentleman
lege campus would meet with serious opposiknees weren't too steady for I
but we can't forgive those be a household name and a lasting would fetch them. Messages whisktion. Yet the SANDSPUR advocates their
didn't know when a stone might
singing so and so's for coming memory to them.
ed back and forth. Time flew! The
complete removal.
;. I finally managed to quiet
thin keeping awake distance of
final outcome was the trip over
enough to make my announand never coming any closer.
Can anyone help Bill Spickers? and back via taxi. The wedding
it. I explained that this was
In our American colleges we find that the What's Fox got that we haven't?
e's looking for a Gamma—has party did only about an hour of the -way we made our living and
majorty of young men and women attend We thought we gave hearty apving—then
the
bride
and
the schools because they hope to enjoy a plause and encouragement to youse anyone got one? Or is there a groom made off with the conven- if people didn't pay to ge!t in,
Gamma? And that isn't all his
couldn't eat.
life not entirely submerged in concentrated kids, what ails? Well, know, oh
ble either, by a long shot. Bill onal deluge of rice and old
study. These people have the -wrong concep- nasty ones, we are deeply hurt. had an upset tummy and he bit IOCS. The taxi driver had been
"I climbed down amid a general
tion of the function of a university. Colleges The only way we -will forgive is by
fly and its hand all swelled up. deiably later, so to the probable quiet. Instead of going back to
discomfort of the "people who my dressing room I went out in .
are not intended to provide the student with means of a private serenade to us Ain't it awful?
told not to come back until
a place to have a good time. All his time alone. We're waiting!
the crowd to see how they would
Here
' think it quite
take my announcement.
should be spent reading books, following a
ked there" there wa
We wish to nominate a student timely and I<quote
5 which will apply to
prescribed syllabus and attending lectures on this campus as an excellent
of Saint-Saens and Brahms.
"Apparently it had made an imyone
who
eads
this
column:
The thing that opposes the accomplishment prospect for a future professor
"Where was William when th. pression on them. One man stop- ;
of this function is the extra-curricular pro- philosophy.
The way his mi
'One, who is not, •
lights went off?" One member of ped me and said he understood
but
whon
gram that the college wrongfully offers the works is definite proof that he
audience was all for going afnot.
our position, The miners went
her flashlight without more
student. It is unjust to think that an ordin- suited for that type of work, and Surely this is not that; but that is
down in the !arth to make their
assuredly this.
ado—'the program must go
ary human ; . . and so many of us are just since we can't understand what he
living
while ve went up in the
ordinary . . . can have time to study enough talking about, we are sure it must What, and wherefore, and whence ? which it did after a little coopera- air. Howevei we all had the same
tion of the electricity and the
for under is over and under;
to really learn, and in addition do all the be meaty and full of stuff. Here
purpose
and that
is a quote from some of his phil- If thunder would be without light- companist. It was swell performother little things he would like to do to make
money.
osophy;
ice. Bill.
ning, lightning could be without
his life pleasant and interesting.
"I'he
end
of our stay in the town
thunder.
There are those who then there
And so, as it was in the beg:
those who, personally, I'm one Doubt is faith, in the main; but nage—"Happy Recital Days — proved much more successful than
faith, on the -whole, is doubt.
Our main trouble is that we confuse is- who."
Come and hear Bowles and Quan- that first day. The entire staff
And then—"Space is the vacancy We cannot believe by proof; but trell tonight at the Woman's Club." was invited down into the mines
sues. We cannot always differentiate befor an inspection tour. As for
could we believe without?
tween the things we must do and the things of any physical matter. Matter
the miners, they proved more real
the existence of stuff. This Two and two may be four, but
we would like to do. It is evident that we
and human than many people here
four and four are not eight;
are at college to learn. To learn what ? That •tide, therefore, does not matter."
school."
Sound judgment for a lad of his Fate and God may be twain, but
we don't know. It is apparently better to
God is the same thing as fate.
:e. Thank you, Mr. Hoover.
Two babies, Fleetwood D. Peepmemorize facts and formulae than to work
And now that there seems to be Ask a man what he thinks, and les, Jr., small son of Mr. and Mrs.
on a student publication or sing in the choir
get from a man what he feels; Fleet Peeples; and Barbara Jean
lull in the dancing •n-orld, beor engage in healthy sport. It seems that
use nothing new and different God, once caught in the fact, shows Colado, baby daughter of Mr. and
we will be much better suited to face the
Mrs. Cavino Colada '27, were
you a fair pair of heels.
ough has struck us for a long
world when we are graduated if we can diane—we still truck and Susie-Q, Body and spirit are twins; God christened in the Francis Chapel
Mrs. F. S. Kretsinger of Winter
gram a sentence or follow a syllabus than if and that's disgustingly ancient—
on Sunday morning. May 8, imonly knows which is which—
we can run a newspaper, be a leader of felle soul squats down in the flesh, mediately after the Chapel service. Park has given to Rollins College
suggestion to make that
Steinway Grand piano for the
low men or have developed a pleasing per- should inspire you to brush up on like a tinker drunk in the ditch. Dean Campbell performd the
e of the students in the Rollins
sonality. If then, as we believe, extra-curri- what steps you may have, and Parallels all things are—yet many christening.
mservatory of Music, it is anf these are askey;
cular activities detract from the time we might even give you a pointer or
unced. Christopher 0. Honaas,
Three men and a woman were
should be allotting to definite courses of pre- two. We discovered it quite ac- You are certainly I, but certainly
arrested last week at Bradenton director of the Conservatory, reI am not you.
scribed study, they should be abolished from cidently, and spent one of the most
charged with conspiring to prevent ports that the gift is particularly
from college campuses. However, we won- entertaining evenings we have had God, whom we see not, is; and a group of tomato packers from
luable because it is now possible,
God, who is not, we see.
working. The four were said to be for the first tirae, to have two
der whether the teacher or the learner has all year. It was out at Sanlando
unauthorized by the A. F . of L.,
Springs, and we were, although Fiddle, we know, is diddle; and
grand pianos available in one stuconfused the issue.
and
were
placed
under
bonds
of
they -were unaware of the fact.
diddle, we take it, is dee."
dio for two-piano practice work.
$1,000 each.

Abolish Extra-curricular
Activities

Christening Of Two
Babies Held In Chapel

Kretsingers Donate
Piano To College

WEDNESDAY, MAY H , 1938

THETAS WIN GIRLS'
INTRiURAL SWIM
Nos€ Out Gamma Phi Bella
With 24 Points
RACHEL HARRIS STARS

THE

Art Studio Exhibits
t'amousKeproductions
The Art Studio is again showing
an exhibit of reproductions of
well-known art works, including
paintings and sculpturing. These,
however, are on four by six postcards and are available for purchase. There are hundreds to
tempt one, as they range from the
Italian primitives to the modem
school of Van Gogh and Grant
Wood.
The sculpture includes
photographs
of pieces
from
Michaelangelo to Rodia.
This opportunity is open to the
entire school as orders of twentyfive or more have to be sent in at
one time for the price of ten cents.

OPAL PETERS TO
GIVE RECITAL

Chicoine To Speak
In Knowles Chapel

Where The Sun Beats
Hottest . . . .

Sea Mist Dresses
A r e Coolest

The sei-mon in Knowles Memorial Chapel next Sunday will be
given by Rev. Victor B. Chicoine,
The subject will be "He Reigned
and Departed Without Being Desired".

STRIPED SPORT
SOCKS

SANDSPUR

Friday, May 6, the Gamma Phi
Alumnae entertained the chapter
with a picnic at Sanlando Springs.
Those who could get there earlier
for the swim before the thirtyIs Piano Major Under Miss two actives and alums sat down
Helen Moore
to the heartily appreciated supper.
Wednesday, May 11, the five
ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM Gamma Phi Beta Seniors, Olga
Matthews, Cathie Bailey, Tita
Steuve, Sara Dean, and Lynn BarThe senior recital of Miss Opal rett, and Willie Heath were enterPeters will take place at the An- tained a t dinner at the home of
nie Russell Theater on Sunday af- Miss Ijoretta Salmon. Miss Salternoon at 5 o'clock.
mon is a Gamma Phi patroness and
Miss Peters has studied piano prominent social leader in Winter
with Mr. E. B. Kursheedt of Day- Park, being very active in the Wotona Beach for several years, and man's Club work.
has presented many delightful programs and concerts there. Also,
she has taught piano during the
summers a t Mr. Kursheedt's studio.
Miss Lottie Turner '32, arrived
Graduating from Sanford High
in Winter Park on Monday. She
School and the Standard Business
will become the bride of A. ClinColllege at Daytona Beach, Miss
ton Cook of Washington, D.C., Fri'Peters came to Rollins as a piano
day afternoon, May 13, at 4:30
major under Miss Moore. During
in the Francis Chapel. Dean Campthe course of her college career,
bell and Dr. Holt will officiate at
she has been affiliated with the
the ceremony.
Chapel Choir, the Bach Festivals,
Miss Turner is the president of
and is a member of the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority, Phi Beta the Rollins Club of Washington.
After a short honeymoon trip,
(a national honorary society for
music and drama), the Order of the couple will return to Washthe Libra, and the Rollins Key So- ington, where they will make their

The Annual Girl's Swimming Intramural Swimming- meet was held
last Saturday on the swimming
course on Lake Virginia. The meet
started at three o'clock with the
fifty yard free style. Rachel Harris, swimming for the Gamma
Phis, won the race with Prissy
Smith a few feet hehind her. Betty Harbison was third. The time
for this race was thirty seconds.
The next event was the twentyfive yard Breast Stroke.
Anne
Betty Myers spent Saturday and
Whyte, Theta, won this race in
twenty-one seconds. Eleanor Ham, Sunday at her home in Clearwater.
Betsy Skinner visited Sue Macswimming for Pi Phi came in second and Tita Stueve placed third pherson in Jacksonville over the
for the Gamma Phis. The twenty- week-end.
Walter Royall and Charlie Curie
five yard free style was then won
by Marolyn Mackemer, giving first were at Daytona Beach for the
place to the Kappas, Arlene Bren- week-end.
nan came in second for the Thetas
Bettie Short went home to Clerand Jarry Smith, third for the Pi mont on Saturday.
Phis. The twenty-five yai'd racing
Alice Elliott visited her family
Back Stroke was then run off. This during Saturday and Sunday at
race was also won by Rachel Har- Melbourne.
ris in 16.8 seconds. Priscilla Smith
Daphne Banks spent the week- ciety.
Her program, one of great difwas again close behind her for end at her home in Eustis.
second place and Betty Harbison
Betty Davis drove to Jackson- ficulty, should attract a large and
was third.
ville to spend the week-end with appreciative audience. The group
numbers are as follows;
The next event was the diving her mother.
Lilah Nelson was at her home in
and for the first time in years the
I.
Leesburg
Saturday
and
Sunday.
divers could really dive.
This
Sonata, Op. 90
Beethoven
Alena Heidlerova and Elizabeth
event was also won by Rachel HarCon vivacita, ma sempre con
ris.
Tita Stueve placed second Kennedy spent the week-end at St,
sentimento ed expressive
with her excellent diVing and Betty Petersburg.
Non tanto mosso e molto conMackemer was third for the Kaptab ile
pas.
The most exciting event of Richards, Betty Clark and MaroII.
the whole meet was finally run off, lyn Mackemer swam. The Chi
Two Organ-Choral-Preludes
the fifty-yard relay. This race was Omegas and the Independents also
Bach-Busoni
run off in two heats as there was entered teams.
1. Now Comes the Gentiles' Sanot enough room to have all race
Rachel Han-is was high point
at the same time. The Theta team winner for the meet, placing first
2. In Thee is Joy.
composed of Lora Ladd, Anne in three events with a total of fifIntermission
Whyte, Arlene Brennan and Pris- teen points, and Pris Smith was
cilla Smith, were the winners. The second. The meet was won by the
III.
Gamma Phis were disqualified for Kappa Alpha Thetas with a total The Fountain of the Acqua Paola,
going out of their lane. The time of 24 points; the Gamma Phis were
Op. 7
Griffis
was 232.9 seconds. The Pi Phis second with 19 points and the Pi
Shimmering lights,
were second and the Kappas third. Phis thirdwi th 12 points.
As though the Aurora's
Swimming for the Pi Phis were
Wild polar fires
Eleanor Ham, Lois Johnson, Jarry
Flashed in thy happy bubbles
Smith and Betty Harbison. For
Died in thy foam.
the Kappas, Betty Mackemer, Jane
Prelude, Op. 28, No. 20
Chopin

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

ROLLINS

Gamma Phi's Picnic
At Sanlando Springs

Rollins Alumna To
Be Married Friday

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Gives College Dance
Last Saturday night the Kappa
Kappa. Gamma sorority gave an
all-college dance at the Orlando
Country Club. Buddy Burk's orchestra played during the evening. His music was of the type
that "college swing" was brilliantly evidenced in the course of time
between 9:30 and 1:30.
After the intermission confetti
was distributed among the guests
and thrown about freely. Punch
was served throughout the dance.
Chaperones for the dance were:
Prof, and Mrs. Willard Wattles,
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Stone, Mrs.
Nell Lester, and Mrs. Georgia Enright.
Scherzo, Op. 31
Chopin
IV.
Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 12

Choose Responsible Cleaning a t Liberal Discount

CASH AND CARRY
Our DRY CLEANING Gives a Vogue-ish Look
To Your Finest Apparel—Prompt Service

WINTER PARK BRANCH
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Alterations and Repairs
E. Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Fla.

OLACHLyTOGIVE
SENIOR RECITAL

Townsend, Ehrlich
Give Exhibition

Last Thursday evening, in the
club rooms of the newly organized
"STAG CLUB" of Orlando, members and guests were thrilled by
the ring and clash of flashing steel
Has Extensive Musical
blades in an exhibition of foil and
Training
saber fencing given by Eugene
Townsend and Emanuel Ehr'ich,
ACCOMPLISH'D 'CELLOIST varsity members of Rollins Fencing Team.

"COMMON GROUND"
By Rabbi Morris S. Lazaron
The recent publication of "Common Ground", by Rabbi Morris S.
Lazaron, one of America's best
Itnown rabbis, "will recall to many
Rollins' students and faculty the
stimulating discussions -which he,
conjunction with a Catholic
Frederick Blachly will present
priest and a Protestant minister,
his senior 'cello recital at 8:15 P.
conducted On the campus three
M., Wednesday, May 18 at the
years ago in the interest of racial
Annie Russell Theater.
and religious tolerance and ]XnMr. Blachly has had extensive
The speaker in the Knowles Me- dergtanding.
musical training before coming to morial Chapel last Sunday was Mr.
Common Ground", which its
Rollins, having studied with John A. Buell Trowbridge, professor of distinguished author has written
Alden Finckel of Washington, D. Religion at Rollins College. The
a "plea for intelligent AmeriC ; John Frazer of Oberlin Conser- subject of his address was "The nism, contains many profound
vatory; Joseph Disclez of Munich, Kingdom of God is Within You".
d thoughtful statements conGermany; Aronld Koam of Mr.
rning the problem of interracial
As prelude Mr. Siewart played
Bloch's Music Camp at Hillsdale, "Prelude in B flat" by Bibl and as relationships that make its conNew York; Leonard Krupnick of postlude "Allegro Vivace" (Sym- tents of very great value to any
Rollins, and at present with Enrico phony V) hy Widor. The choir,
,der. The book is not an appeal
Tambourini of Rollins.
non-Jewish peoples, neither is it
under the direction of Mr. Honaas,
During his years of training, he offered Processional Hymn No. 49, any way a promulgation of the
has played in the George Washing- "Joyful, joyful, we adore thee," Jewish doctrines, but rather it is
intelligent interpretation of a
ton University Symphony, the the Lord's Prayer (chant), the AnGeorge Washington University them, "Hfallelujah, Amen", from American citizens. It is devoted
Ensemble, the Oberlin Symphony, "Judas Maccabeus" by Handel, the entirely to the American scene,
the Winter Park Symphony and Offertory "Reverie" by Fletcher, presenting the problems and soluin the Student String Quartet and the Hymn No. 214 " 0 Master, let tions which we in our American
Student Ti-io here at Rollins.
me walk with thee" and the Reces- tradition (to which both Jew and
His recital which should be one sional Hymn No. 177, "Lead on, non-Jew are alike rooted) must
work out in the face of threatenof the most interesting and dif- 0 King Eternal".
ficult ones thus far presented this
Dean Campbell spoke the Invo- ing "isms" from abroad.
year will consist of the following cation, Benediction and Amen.
Rabbi Larazon has been very
numbers:
Herbert Hopkins led the Call to forthright in dealing with his subI.
Worship, and Ruth Elizabeth Mel- ject. With clarity and perfect
Sonata No. 1 in E minor for 'cello cher the responsive reading. How- frankness he has interpreted the
and piano
Brahms ard Lyman read the Old Testa- mind of the American Jew to his
II.
ment Lesson, taken from Isaiah, fellow American. In many revealArioso
Bach and Frances Robinson the New, ing quotations and in relating his
own experiences both here and
Sicilliehne
Faure from Luke's Gospel.
abroad, he makes known the proMelodie
Bridge
found effects of contemporary
in.
events on the mind and the heart
Concerto No. 1
of the Jew; the tension that tears
his heart and the dilemnas he
BAND SERENADES
faces as a part of the American
(Continued from page 1)
and Jewish traditions, loving both,
Monday afternoon, after Bean- showed a great deal of volume and and desiring to manitain complete
ery Hour, the better part of the expressive control by all those con- loyalty to both.
Rollins "family" was serenaded by cerned.
"Common Ground" is a proa six piece washboard band. The
Miss Hefty concluded her pro- found book dealing with a vital
boys lacked any definite tune but gram with a delightful encore "Die subject which concerns and involmore than took care of any such Nacht" composed b-y our own ves us all. No believer in the demdeficiency with the rhythm.
Frederick Blachly. This was a ocratic ideal, no lover of Amerimost fitting close to a program ca can afford to disregard the iswhich was, on the whole, very well sue it so clearly states and the
Last week the
solution it presents.
presented.
roneously reported that Dr.
Howard Bailey was to be new
"Drama Head". The Sandspur
After College What?
stands corrected inasmuch as
Rollins has no system of departChurch Street
We announce a wholly new
mental heads. His capacity will
Day Phone 76
Training Course for those
be that of co-operationg with
who may consider entering
Mr. Allen in the department.
Nite Phone 319WX
the Life Insurance business
on a career basis. It will
put the inexperienced man
into Life Insurance selling
as a profession from the
beginning. Just as a lawyer
or physician. During the
first week of the Course
the new man is shown how
to find prospects effectively and properly; he is required to begin this work
immediately, and to start
selling shortly thereafter.

Trowbridge Speaks
In Knowles Chapel

STUDENT RECITAL

Andy's Garage

Schaeffer, Parker
and Eversharp Pens

This new Training Material
has just been released by
our Home Office
after
some years of preparation
and trial in actual Field
work, so that we are entirely sure that it will do what
it is intended to do.

Phoenix and
Interwoven

3 for $1

The first section of the
Course consists of 21 lessons and quizzes, one each
week. The entire Course
extends over a period of 15
months and is designed to
make the finished, professional salesman at the end
of that time.

Broad stripes in high
colors for campus wear

R. C. BAKER, IM
Dear Rollins College Shoppers:
Three more weeks to go. A long vacation in sight.
COOL is the word for SEA
MIST, for this new EASTMAN
fabric is actually blended to
keep you cool and comfortable
right through the day. Smart
too—in crisp youthful lines and
superbly tailorer details that
give them that you'll-neverguess-how-much look.
You'll
live in them this summer because they tub with hanky-like
ease. Wear them for a dozen
occasions.

$5.95
• Crush Resistant
• Washability approved by Lux
• No Slip necessary
• Full or Action Backs
• Won't Shrink, Stretch or
Fade
• Generously Cut Skirts

Conventions, European cruises, See America First
trips or a visit to the Big City are all included in sumplans.

Now, when our Beach Shop
is filled to the brim with
brand new styles, is the
time for you to get set for
weekends, vacations and a
whole summer of fun and
play. Here you'll find play
clothes that are cut for vigorous action—in colors that
are bold, yet so gorgeous
they quite take your breath
away. Bathing suits, slacks,
shorts, play suits, dirndls
and all the other summer
necessities.

Cash for Books

Yowell-Drew's

AT ORLANDO

ORLANDO

for the trip home.
DICKSON-IVES, with its usual

thoughtfulness

which are the epitomie of smartness, confort

Sell them at

and

coolness. Navy blue is the predominating color, but
there is a wide range of style.

Be cool and comfort-

able in a refreshing sheer or a gay print dress with a

The BOOKERY

bolero, jacket or redingote to complete the ensemble.
Time flies—so hurry and be prepared for at least
your trip home.

(We have a Manager of
Field Training in the Florida Agency, all of whose
time is devoted to handling
this Course with those who
are taking it. We have offices at Miami, Jacksonville, Orlando, West Palm
Beach, St. Petersburg and
Pensacola with experienced, competent m e n
in
charge. But it is not necessary for you to reside in
any of these cities to take
this Training
Course.
Therr is no charge for the
course to those selected for
it. To be eligible for the
Course, you must have had
at least a high school education, college graduates
preferred.
If
interested,
write a pen letter about
yourself to

The models are waiting for you in

the Better Dress Shop on the second floor of Dickson-

THURSDAY, MAY 12

LOUIS'

Have you a good-

You need one—if it's only

and care, have secured a number of traveling outfits

Second Floor

'The Shop Smart Women Prefer'

But—are you prepared?

looking traveling outfit?

Sun and Fun
Fashions

Bqok^.fess
Reviews

Ives.
A Rollins College Shopper

W. R. Letcher, State Agent
Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Company
Tampa, Florida

THE

Along The Sidelines
By WENDY DAVIS

W

ITH only three weeks in which to prepare for the most difficult of
football schedules in years, Coach Jack McDowall, our ambitious
athletic director, has a new scheme for his training period next fall.
As are most McDowall ideas, this is a good one, and, on paper, looks
like one that should work.
Here it is. The football squad will workout in Asheville, N. C, for
a period of two weeks, starting around September 8. With three excellent fields at his disposal, McDowall has decided upon the Municipal
Field, a roomy and well-equipped gridiron. The boys, numbering around
26, will be housed by friends of the college, alumni, present students
and city officials. Through the efforts of McDowall a training table
will be established b-y the city, featuring special diets.
The need of such a place as Asheville affords for training grounds
has been felt for many years. In former years, McDowall has been
forced to call off pre-season training until after the middle of September because of the intense heat during the early weeks in, this section.
From past experience, it was impossible to get a team in shape mainly
because of the heat problem. Heavy workouts caused too much weight
loss, poor appetites, and did not auger well for sleeping.
Besides the heat, Harper-Shepherd field was never in good condition
at so early a date. Being sandy soil, two weeks of contact work would
ruin the field for the whole season. By training elsewhere, until the
rainy season aids grass growth, the field would have more chance to
last the full season.
Harper-Shepherd field is really the worst type of field to practice
on, anyway. It is too soft and causes many ankle injuries. With two
weeks' work on a hard surface, ankles might be strong enough to cope
with the treacherous footing found at the present training quarters.
Asheville weather conditions are perhaps at their best during the
contemplated season. The temperature is perhaps perfect, and the air
healthful. Through the co-operation of Asheville city officials, undergraduates and alumni, next fall's training site has been made possible.
The only cost to Rollins will be the transportation of football equipment. This means that the entire venture will be less expensive than
were the team training here.
After two weeks of stiff workouts, the squad will return here for
the season. Only three weeks of training precedes the first encounter,
that with Stetson University. The Tars play Stetson twice next season,
the first and last games. Miami University retui-ns to the Rollins
schedule after a one-year lapse, due to the inability of the two institutions to get together on dates. The game with Tampa as well as the
Miami contest will be played away. Ohio Wesleyan journeys here for
the important inter-sectional encounter. Rollins plays Oglethorpe in
Atlanta, and the game with Newberry will probably be again scheduled
for Leesburg as was the case last season. South Georgia State, the
second game, will be the first home game for the Tars, the Stetson
encounter being played in Deland.
The games to be played at Tinker Field, Orlando, are the South
Georgia State game, Ohio Wesleyan and the last Stetson game. The
first Stetson game will be played in Deland. Coach McDowall is still
trying to schedule another game to be played either November 12 or 25.
Prospects for a good season next fall seem most likely. Barring injuries and with a major share of the breaks, the team should record
one of its best seasons in years. The varsity loses but Punk Matthews,
veteran tackle, and Gerard Kirby, quarterback, from its ranks of last
fall.
Added to that, McDowall has an undefeated freshman football team
coming up as sophomores. The material from this club should fill in
the gaps of last season. Sam Hardman, a prospective George Miller,
is able to provide the climax running so lacking in last year's machine.
From his showing as a freshman, Clyde Jones is the tail back that
McDowall has been looking for these few years. Kicker, passer and
runner, Jones braces all three abilities with insurmountable spirit.
Last fall McDowall was in need of a good placement kicker. In many
Brankert, he has found his answer. Brankert kicked nine placements
: game alone last fall.
The team should possess an acceptable passing attack next fall
with Jones tossing, and June Lingerfelt receiving. Lingerfelt is the
type of end whose glued fingers can't miss. Phillips, Clanton and
Bethea should aid the tackle poses with their power and weight. John
Giantonio, Ed Neidt and Chapman Lawton, who entered Rollins during
the winter term, are three more line recruits. With all this line material in addition to last year's veterans, line coach Alex Waite should
have little trouble in molding a powerful frontier.
News and Views:—That northern crew trip is becoming
teresting each day . . . varsity will race Rutgers, Manhattan, Boston
University on June 4th . . . Coach Bradley received word via Manhattan
this past week that Rutgers had been added . . . Sounds like the winner'
purse will be a big one . . . still some chance that the varsity will race
Richmond University on the way . . . it is now definite that the jayvees
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will race the Union Boat Club on June 8th in Boston . . . on the Charles
River . . . those babies are tough . . . liable to throw the regular varsity
at our boys . . .the proposed race with Harvard's intramural champs
and third varsity for the jayvees fell through . . . only possible date was
May 28th or June 1st . . . it was decided jayvees could not leave school
that early . . . they race Manhattan's jayvees the same day of the
varsity regatta . . . noticed Marietta was unable to race Manhattan
and Rutgers this past week-end because "we have been remodeling our
boat house lately and have not rowed for past month" . . . seems like
Marietta has had a lot of tough breaks since both Washington and Lee
and our varsity beat them . . .
Without administration backing, those golfers of ours are doing well
for themselves . . . under Marv Scarbrough's leadership, they are
scheduling matches . . . and winning them, too . . . Jack Budreau,
medalist in intramural play, leads the pack . . . fights for birdies and
eagles on every hole . . . is disappointed with pars . . . Monte Schoenthaler, Babe Casparis and Dick Turk alternate in other positions . . .
we like the spirit, fellows, keep it up!
Theta Kappa Nu proved sole heir to first half diamond ball championships . . . Kappa Alpha second . . . Gary Cup championship will
be close . . . looks like T. K. N. now . . . Phi Delts will be in there if
present strength in golf and tennis follows through . . . Budreau and
Bob Davis are favorites in golf and tennis.
The chances look good for Rollins having a representative yacht
club next year . . . already four boys promised to bring Snipes back with
them in the fall . . . with this as a nucleus, a yacht club could be
formed . . . the unofficial organization has already petitioned the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association for membership and might race
in the National Championships in June . . . it is hoped by the small
group now in operation that next year will see intercollegiate racing in
Florida . . . Yacht racing as an intercollegiate sport is rapidly becoming popular at northern institutions . . - regular fall, winter and spring
races are held by such leaders in the sport as M. I. T., Brown, Harvard,
Yale, Dartmouth, Cornell, Boston University, Williams, Amherst and
Northwestern . . . M. I. T. leads the parade with a fleet of over 40
boats available for student use as recreation and intercollegiate competition . . . such a sport would be worthwhile for Rollins . . . with
enough boats, another intramural sport would be open to the college,
both boys and girls . . . with enough impetus, intercollegiate regattas
could be staged among such Florida institutions as Florida, Stetson,
Southern, Miami, St. Petersburg, and Tampa . . . Rollins could enter
the prominent regattas staged by the leading yacht clubs of Florida.

Rollins Golf Teams
Hand Stetson Two
Defeats in Match
• The Rollins Independent golf team
won their third match in as many
starts Saturday afternoon on
Dubsdread's golf links by defeating Stetson's tee men, 15 1-2 to
2 1-2.
At the same time, a four-man
team of Rollins faculty members
defeated a similar club of Stetson
faculty men.
Jack Budreau, playing number
one for Rollins, beat Stetson's Anderson 2 1-2 to 1-2, and Marvin
Scarbrough tied Stone 1-2 to 1-2.
The foursome of Rollins won 3-0.
The second foursome of Casparis
and Turk, Rollins, lost but onehalf point. Casparis beat Warren, 3-0, while Turk won 2 1-2 to
1-2 over Raidle. The Tar team
won 3-0 in the foursome struggle.
In the faculty foursome, Yust
and Dougherty, Rollins, defeated
Severance and Winters, eight up^
and Mutispaugh and Ward, Rollins,
won from Cowell and Freeman,
four up.
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(Continued from page 1)
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Key Society Meets,
Investigate Honor
System On Campus

To work out this system, each
member is investigating the problem by asking two professors each
whether he thinks there is a great
deal of cheating and what he
thinks should be done about it.
Also, members are finding out how
each professor applies the conference system in his class and
whether he feels he is having
enough cooperation with the students or whether he feels he should
have more.

Miss Eleanor Giessen, who accompanied Mr. Vosburgh, added a
great deal to the performance in
that she was en rapport with the
performer thoughout the concert.
On the whole, the concert was a
eat success, and Mr. Vosburgh
and the Conservatory are to be commended on the presentation of one
of the most enjoyable programs of
the Senior Recital Series,

The Key Society, honorary
scholastic society of Rollins, initiated two new members, Helen
Brown and Opal Peters, on Wednesday evening. May 4.
After the initiation the society
held a formal meeting and discussed the prospects of a new sysshould allow another person to do
tem to promote honesty outside the
They society does not want to inwork for him or to cheat in
classroom as well as in and to augurate the honor system here,
5. This works well in some
have more cooperation with the but it does want to create the feelr colleges and should also work
professor.
ing among the students that
at Rollins.

ROLLINS l E A D D S
THREE VICTORIES

Coates succeeds
Tom Costello As
Rifle Club Prexy
Thursday evening. May 5, at the

Bring Win Total to Fifteen As annual meeting of the Rollins Rifle
Club the completion of the Club's
End of Season Nears
new range was announced and the
BRADY^S ARM SORE
Adding three more victories to
their already accounted total of
twelve triumphs. Jack McDowall's
baseball Tars continued their merry winning clip this past week by
defeating South Georgia State
twice and Stetson once.
With only four games remaining
on the schedule, two with Stetson
and two with Florida, this year's
aggregation is well on the road to
chalking .up the best record a Rollins nine has enjoyed in many
years. Only three losses and one
nar the nineteen games played
by the Tars so far.
Tallying all their runs in the
first four innings largely as the
result of Stetson miscues, Rollins
maintained their early lead to
down Stetson for the third straight
time a week ago Tuesday night,
inning 7-5.
Tar 'errors contributed to the
Stetson scores in the loosely played
game.
Joe Rembock, improved freshan hurler, won his third game
of the season Friday afternoon at
Harper Shepherd Field, in limiting South Georgia State to five
safeties. A two run rally off Jack
Clifton, star visitor moundsman,
the seventh accounted for the
Rollins winning margin, as the
Tars won 5-4, Jack Justice batted
L two nins, while brother Joe
ored twice.
Saturday afternoon, McDowall's
diamond crew made it three out of
four for the season against South
Georgia State by winning 4-2,
Sore arms bothered both Hal
Brady, starter, and Bill Daugherty,
reliever, with outfielder Sam Hardin being called in to the mound
the ninth to save the ball game.

officers for the coming year were
elected.
The new range is located on the
lake front just north of the swimming course. The range has a safe
backtop and firing points for eight
men on three ranges: 50 feet, 50
yards, and 75 yards. The club as a
group is going to shoot every Saturday afternoon although members, after passing a safety test,
may shoot at odd times. Nonmembers may not use the range
except when accompanied by tested members.
However membership is easily obtained and there
no dues. The only requirements are an eagerness to shoot
and a willingness to abide by the
few simple safety rules set up by
committee on range safety. See
Dick Wesson for membership.
Jimmy Coates succeeded Tommy
Costello as president and Dick
Wesson was re-elected secretarytr
NOTICE
Absolutely no pistols on the
Rifle Club's range. Use of the
range by non-members is prohibited.

Brady shut out the visitors in
the first four innings, allowing but
two hits. Meanwhile the Tars
jumped on the offerings of Clifton
in the first three innings, scoring
twice in the first and once each in
the following two innings.
Daugherty relieved Brady, whose
arm went bad, after the fourth, and
he, too, was troubled with some
muscles. South Georgia's two
runs were scored off Daugherty,
one in the sixth and the last in the
seventh.

sJioiO me a cigarette
,J,aWVesMOREPLEASUm

... because Chesterfield
ingredients are the best a cigarette
can have . . . mild ripe h o m e - g r o w n
tobaccos . . . aromatic T u r k i s h t o baccos . . . aged for 2y2 y e a r s . . . p u r e
tasteless cigarette p a p e r . . . and

a blend that can't he copied

... thet/ngive you MOKE PLEASURE
than any cigarette you ever smoked

